Abstract-D y namic time warping (DTW) is a popular distance measure used for recognition free document image retrieval. How ever, it has quadratic complexit y and hence is computationall y expensive for large scale word image retrieval. In this paper, we use a fast approximation to the DTW distance, which makes word retrieval efficient. For a pair of sequences, to compute their DTW distance, we need to find the optimal alignment from all the possible alignments. This is a computationall y expensive operation. In this work, we learn a small set of global principal alignments from the training data and avoid the computation of alignments for quer y images. Thus, our proposed approximation is significantl y faster compared to DTW distance, and gives 40 times speed up. We approximate the DTW distance as a sum of multiple weighted Eulidean distances which are known to be amenable to indexing and efficient retrieval. We show the speed up of proposed approximation on George Washington collection and multi-language datasets containing words from English and two Indian languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Word image retrieval from a large corpus of document images is a challenging problem. The problem has been looked in two settings: recognition based [7, 14] and recognition free [9, 16] . Recognition free based approach have gained interest in recent years. It has two primary dimensions, (i) rep resent word images, and (ii) compare word image representa tions. Word spotting [9] is a promising method for recognition free retrieval. In this method, word images are represented using different features, and the features are compared with the help of appropriate distance measure. Word spotting has the advantage that it does not require prior learning due to its appearance based matching. These techniques have been popularly used in document image retrieval. For example, searching documents in a collection of printed documents [3] , accessing handwritten documents [9] etc. In this technique, word images are often compared using Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [2, 13] . In general, word spotting technique with DTW works well. However, for comparing two word images, it typically takes one second [9] . This is computationally not attractive. To get faster retrieval, we need an efficient way of computing DTW distance.
Distance/Similarity measure plays an important role in word image retrieval system. It is used to compare two word representations. DTW distance popularly used for comparing word image representations [11] . This is mainly due to its abil ity to capture local dependencies, and handling variable length representations. DTW distance has been successfully applied in many areas like, bioinformatics [1] and word recognition [4, 8] . DTW distance works well on many classification and retrieval problems with Nearest Neighbour classifier [15] . For a pair 978-1-4799-1805-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE of given two sequences, to compute their DTW distance, we need to find the optimal alignment which has the least cost from all the possible alignments. This is computationally expensive operation in DTW distance. For given two sequences of length n and m respectively, its computational complexity is O(nm). Compared to DTW distance, Euclidean distance can be computed in linear time, however, its main limitation is that it does not capture the local dependencies. In this work, we approximate the DTW distance as a sum of multiple weighted Eulidean distances which are known to be amenable to indexing and efficient retrieval. For speed-up, DTW distance is previously approximated [6, 10] using different techniques.
For a given set of sequences, there are similarities between the top alignments (least cost alignments) of different pairs of sequences. In this work, we explore these similarities by learning a small set of the global principal alignments from the training data. To compute the global principal alignments, first, we compute the top alignments for all pairs of samples from the given training data, and then the global principal alignments are computed from these top alignments. We use 2D-PCA for computing the global principal alignments. For a given new query, instead of computing the optimal alignments, we use only these global principal alignments for computing the fast approximate DTW distance. Since we avoid the computation of alignments the proposed approximation is computationally efficient compared to naive DTW distance.
The main contribution of the paper is fast approximation of DTW distance. This is achieved by introducing global principal alignments, which avoids computation of optimal alignments for new query images. These precomputed global alignments captures all the correlations in the datasets. The proposed fast approximation of DTW distance makes DTW based document image retrieval computationally feasible. We have demonstrated utility of the proposed technique for retriev ing word images from popular George Washington database and Indian language datasets. We show the superiority of pro posed approximation by comparing it with naive DTW distance, Euclidean distance and metric DTW . The proposed technique is computationally efficient compared to DTW distance and metric DTW with very minor drop in retrieval performance. On multi language datasets, we show a speed up of more than 40 times compared to DTW distance and metric DTW . In summary, the performance of proposed method is as good as DTW distance and computationally performs equally as simple Euclidean based matching.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section de scribes the popular dynamic time warping technique. The overview of our proposed approximation technique is dis-cussed in Section III. The experimental settings and evaluation protocols are discussed in Section IV. Section V discusses experimental evaluations of the proposed method, followed by concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
Dynamic Time Warping [12] (DTW) is used to compute the similarity/dissimilarity between two sequences. For a given two sequences, it finds the matching distance by computing the optimal alignment between the sample points. This optimal alignment has minimal cumulative distance corresponding to the aligned sample points compared to all the possible align ments. It can handle local distortions in word images. For a pair of two sequences X = (Xl' ... ' Xn) and Y = (YI, ... , Ym ) (XiS, YiS are sample points) of length n and m respectively, an alignment P of length t is a pair of increasing t-tuples (PI, P2) \11 :s; i :s; t -1,
An alignment between two sequences gives a way of matching the sample points of one sequence to another. Let S(X, Y) be the set of all alignments between X and Y. The DTW distance between the sequences X and Y gives an optimal alignment which has minimum distance compared to all the alignments, and the corresponding distance is their DTW distance. This is given as
where, XP1 = (Xpl(l) , ... , Xpl(lpl)) and 'IjJ(Xpl, Yp2) is ground distance between the points X Pl and Yp2. In general, Euclidean distance is used as the ground distance.
III. ApPROXIMATING DTW DISTANCE
In general, DTW distance has quadratic complexity in length of the sequence. In this section, we present a linear approximation to the DTW distance. For a pair of samples, DTW distance is computed using the optimal alignment from all the possible alignments. This optimal alignment captures all the linear and non-linear correlations between the given sequences. Computation of optimal alignment is the most expensive operation in finding DTW distance.
For a given set of sequences, there are similarities between the optimal alignments of different pairs of sequences. For example, if we take two different classes, the top alignments between the samples from these classes always have some similarity. Based on this idea, we compute a set of global principal alignments from the training data and use these alignments for computing the DTW distance between new test sequences. This avoids the computation of optimal alignments. Algorithm 1 Fast approximation of DTW distance.
Input: Feature vectors of word images. Output: Global principal alignments.
Step 1: Compute the top alignments for given feature vectors.
Step 2: Represent the alignments using 2D matrices.
Step 3: Apply 2D-PCA over the alignment matrices and compute global principal alignments. Now, the DTW distance becomes sum of the Euclidean dis tances over the global principal alignments. This gives a linear approximation of the DTW distance. These alignments captures all the similarities in the sequential data.
We use principal component analysis (PCA) for modeling the global principal top alignments for the the given data. PCA is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of correlated observations into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. The number of principal components are less than or equal to the number of original variables. This transformation computes the principal components in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance and accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible. The next principal component has next highest possible variance. The objective of our work is to compute the global principal align ments using the set of all alignments such that the computed alignments should be well enough for approximating the OTW distance between any new pair of sequences. This is similar to the concept of PCA, where global principal alignments corre spond to eigenvectors. However, for word document images, it will be difficult to learn the global principal alignments using PCA due to variable size of word images, this leads to variable size feature representation (sequences). Also the corresponding length of sequences is large for rich feature representation. This creates a large dimensional covariance matrix and computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for this matrix will be computationally expensive. Similar to PCA, a two-dimensional principal component analysis (2D-PCA) [17] is proposed to overcome these issues. 20-PCA works on 2D matrices rather than I D vectors. In this work, instead of IDPCA, we use 2D-PCA for computing the global principal alignments. To compute the global principal alignments for a given data, we first represent each alignment using a 2D matrix and then global principal alignments are computed by applying 20-PCA over these alignment matrices.
To apply 2D-PCA, we need to represent each alignment using a 20 matrix. For a given pair of word images, its corresponding alignments and their alignments matrix rep resentation is given in Figure 1 . First, we compute feature representation of given word images, this gives feature vectors (sequences) for each word image. For a given two sequences of length n and m, an alignment P between them can be represented by using an n x m grid. This can also be rep resented using an n x m binary matrix, where the elements in this matrix are either 0 or 1. The entries through which the alignment passes are 1 and other entries are O. This representation is shown in Figure 1 
IV. RETRIEVAL OF W ORD IMAGES
In this section, we discuss various components involved in our proposed approximation technique. We extract features from the image, and match them with those computed for each word in the database.
A. Feature Extraction
In this work, we use the split profile features [9] for representing the word images. In this, we divide the image horizontally into two parts and the following features are computed. (i) vertical profile i.e the number of ink pixels in each column (ii) location of lowermost ink pixel, (ii) location of uppermost ink pixel and (iv) number of ink to background transitions. The profile features are calculated on binarized word images obtained using the Otsu thresholding algorithm.
B. Metric DTW distance
DTW distance computes all the non-linear similarities be tween the given sequences. However, it is not a metric. There is a popular metric DTW distance, which commonly used in kernel setting, especially with SVM. It performs better compared to DTW distance. However, it is computationally costly. Compared to DTW distance, where it uses only optimal alignment, the metric DTW considers all the possible align ments. Thus, it performs better compared to DTW distance.
The metric DTW is defined as follows
Using the proposed technique, we can also approximate this metric DTW.
C. Precomputing the alignments
For a given dataset, we precompute the global principal alignments as follows. Since for any given two sequences there exist possibly many alignments, there will be possibly many alignment matrices. Let for a given two sequences X and Y, denote p I , ... , l as their total number of possible alignments.
Let us assume that these alignments are arranged according to their cost, i.e. the alignment p I has the least cost and P t has the maximum cost. The alignment p I will be the optimal alignment between X and Y. For these alignments, we denote their corresponding alignment matrices as A1: y , ... , A� Y and denote these total alignment matrices as fo i Iows '
Ax , y = Ui= I A X, y where, the matrix A� Y corresponds to the alignment Pi and t is the total number ' of alignments. Let us denote the total alignment matrices for a given dataset X as follows
Tx= U Axy· X, YEX '
Since there exists possibly many alignments for every pair of sequences, the cardinality of Tx will be huge. Due to this, instead of computing global principal alignments over Tx, we compute them using a subset of Tx. This subset consists of alignment matrices corresponds to only top alignments. Since only top alignments have significant role in computing DTW distance, we consider only top few alignments. Let us define this subset as follows,
TJ.: = u (U�_ I A�y). X, YEX -,
Now, the set TJ.: consists of only top r alignment matrices for every pair of sequences. Define the set P t as follows, P t = UX, YE x( U;= I B� , y) .
The set P t takes only top t alignments between every pair of samples. Now the set P t contains all the best possible alignment matrices for the given dataset. We compute the global principal alignments from this set of alignment matrices. We find these alignments using 2D-PCA. If the dataset contains alignments of variable length, the set P t contains matrices of variable dimension. In this case, we cannot apply the above procedure. To overcome this, we first scale the alignments to a fixed size then alignment matrices are computed from these scaled alignments. The resulting alignment matrices will have the same dimension. We then apply 2D-PCA over this set of matrices and find the eigenvectors. These eigenvectors give the global principal alignments for the given data.
D. Data sets and evaluation protocols
In this sub section, we discuss the datasets and the exper imental settings that we follow in the experiments. We show the results on popular George Washington (Gw) database.
In the experimental section, to demonstrate the utility of the proposed method across languages, we also show the results on various Indian languages. Datasets contain two different Indian languages (Hindi (D1) and Telugu (D2» and English (D3) with significant change in structure. One of the Indian languages have a headline and the other does not have. One of them is Aryan language and the other one is Dravidian language. Details of the dataset are given in Table I . For data sets D1, D2 and D3, ground truth is created using [5] .
To evaluate the quantitative performance, multiple query images were generated. The query images are selected such that, they have multiple occurrences in the database, and are mostly functional words, also they have no stop words. The performance is measured by mean Average Precision (mAP). The mAP is the mean of the area under the precision-recall curve for all the queries. For every pair of time series, we take t = 10, i.e. we choose top lO alignments. For all the datasets, we take the number of global principal alignments based on their size. The number of global principal alignments for each of the dataset is given in Table II . As we compute global principal alignments using 2D-PCA, we need fixed size alignment matrices. Since, size of the images is not fixed in our datasets, we scale each word image into a fixed size. All experiments were carried out on a single core of a 2.1 GHz AMD 6172 processor with 12 Gb RAM.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the first experiment, we show the performance of proposed Fast approximation of DTW distance. We compare proposed method with naive DTW distance, Euclidean distance and metric DTW. The results over the given data sets are shown in Table III . We compare the mAP score over all the datasets. Proposed approximation is almost comparable to DTW distance over all the datasets. It performs significantly better compared to Euclidean distance. In all the four methods metric DTW performs well over all the datasets. This is mainly due to the consideration of all the alignments instead of considering only optimal alignment. For given sequences, some times only optimal alignment may not be sufficient, in this case considering all the alignment or few top alignments will enhance the performance. The slight drop in the performance Fig. 3 : Retrieval time for a given query image for all the four methods over the given datasets. Here, the retrieval time is shown over log scale. Clearly, the proposed approximation is computationally efficient over all the datasets.
of proposed approximation compared to DTW distance is due to the scaling step and the size of training data. Our proposed approximation is comparable to the DTW distance and metric DTW but computationally it is faster than these methods.
To explore the speed up of proposed approximation tech nique, we compare its retrieval time with naive DTW distance, Euclidean distance and metric DTW over all the datasets. The results are shown in Figure 3 . Here, the retrieval time is shown over log scale. Fast approximation of DTW distance is significantly faster compared to DTW distance and metric DTW, and almost comparable to Euclidean distance. This is mainly due to the length of the feature vectors. In the Fast DTW distance, we project the data in to more than one principal directions, due to which the resulting representation has larger dimension compared to the original representation. The speed up of our proposed technique is due to the global principal alignments, which we are computing from the training data. For a given query image, in DTW distance, we need to find the optimal alignments with all the images in the database. In the proposed technique, we use precomputed global prin cipal alignments for computing the distance. Due to this the proposed approximation is computationally efficient compared to other methods. Note that being computationally attractive our method achieve comparable performance to DTW based retrieval.
To evaluate the applicability of fast approximation of DTW distance across various languages, we show experimental results on printed Indian language datasets namely D 1 and D2. In general, these languages need rich features for better representation. However, in this experiment we use only simple profile features and does not apply any learning technique for obtaining better representation. The results are shown in Table III . We observe that our method achieves comparable performance with DTW based word image retrieval on the datasets of two Indian languages. This is intuitive because our approach is language independent, and hence is equally applicable to Indian languages.
We show the qualitative performance of proposed method on George Washington database in Figure 2 . Here, we show some of the example queries and their top-5 retrieved word images. We have marked the query image in green colour and its incorrect retrieval imagesin red colour. It is to be specially noted that the current work does not use any learning feature models or any other post-processing techniques, and the main aim of this work is to show scalability of DTW based retrieval methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed fast approximation of DTW distance. This is achieved by introducing global principal alignments, which avoids computation of optimal alignments for new query images. These precomputed global alignments captures all the correlations in the datasets. The proposed fast approximation of DTW distance makes DTW based document image retrieval computationally feasible. We have demon strated utility of the proposed technique for retrieving word images from popular George Washington database and Indian language datasets. The performance of proposed method is as good as DTW distance and computationally performs equally as simple Euclidean based matching.
